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What changed on January 1, 2020?
• Affirmation of inherent rights in section 35 for self-government over
children and families clearly written in law with structure to work with
• C-92 brought new “national” standards and principles for child welfare
decisions
• Federal legislation will prevail over provincial law for First Nations
peoples, First Nations law can prevail over federal and provincial laws
• Nations can pass own laws, revitalize practices, and these will further
replace standards and principles and can be paramount, shared, or vacate
authority for children and families matters.
• New “National” Standards apply while FN laws are developed
• BIC, Cultural Continuity, Substantive Equality, placement priorities

Preamble/Guiding Principles are Legally Important

International UNDRIP/TRC/s.35/Treaties/Self-Determination/Colonialism must end/End over-representation

“Children are sacred and loved and their inherent worth, dignity, distinctiveness and integrity
should be respected including the freedom to live the life they wish to live.”

Special Circumstances

Critical Tools
1.Priority on placement in family/
community, kinship
2.Full faith and credit for First Nations
laws and policies, paramountcy of laws
3.FN children should be kept within FN
system
4.Ways to handle conflicts where belong
to two FNs
5.Birth alerts should be ended, preference
for prenatal, postnatal supports
6.Tools/Guiding Principles build on existing
S-G agreements, comp- claims, affirm
Treaties

Safety
General comment II, UNCRC •Family
reunification priority • Right to cultures,
languages • Right to be raised in
family/community, territories • Right to
participate in all matters affecting
them/must be heard • Affirm rights of
those with disabilities to be supported
to reach full development • Sibling
relationships are to be preserved and
maintained • Jordan’s Principle/
non-discrimination,
substantive equality

• Reduce the children in care
• Remote and Northern children
& Youth need extra support
• Children should NOT be removed due
to poverty, substandard housing or
health issues
• Children should access services in
their own community
• End hospital “birth alerts” which are
legally questionable already due to
privacy violations, and put emphasis
on prenatal, postnatal support

National Principles and room for FN Laws and Policies:
Recognition approach

Best Interests of Indigenous Child
Cultural Continuity
Substantive Equality

National Standards
• C-92 created minimum standards, including:
• Notice to a parent, care provider or Indigenous
Governing Body before taking significant measures;
• Socio-economic conditions not a reason to remove
a child;
• Prevention services are the priority; and
• New placement priorities that promote family
attachment, child stays with family and community.

What are new “national” principles in relation to FN laws
and practices?
• Requirement of notice of measures or decisions about child in advance to
parents, caregivers, Nations, and involvement of child (views of the child, where
appropriate) (s. 12)
• Cannot remove due to poverty, ill-health and lack of services to parents or
caregivers (s. 15).
• Priority on Prevention Services not REMOVAL/APPREHENSION (s. 14)
• Birth alert ends and prenatal/postnatal work required for prevention (14(2))—this
was already illegal and contrary to privacy laws
• Placement priorities with new tests based on identity and connection to birth
family, kinship placement, First Nations placement and last resort placed outside
First Nations—have to show no FN home (s.15.1)

Definitions and Space for First Nations Laws/Practices
• Act has definitions that explicitly provide for First Nations concepts,
laws and values to guide child and family services. Examples (s.1):
“Family” includes a person whom a child considers to be a close
relative or whom the Indigenous group, community or people to
which the child belongs considers, in accordance with the
customs, traditions or customary adoption practices of that
Indigenous group, community or people, to be a close relative
of the child.
Same concept with “care provider” –First Nations can provide our
meanings based on values, practices, customs, laws and s-d choices.

One year later, what can we learn?

• Spectrum of choices – not one or two (two tracks, multiple tracks,
many options)
• Further government mandates not required, inherent rights affirmed
in C-92
• No need for perfect “laws” and meeting standards of drafting and
execution that are beyond expectation
• Indigenous Governing Body can be Band Council, Nation, regional
governments. Flexible but must be authorized by rights holders
• Can work with existing agencies during transition

Paths to First Nations’ Jurisdiction/Recognition and Reform
• There are multiple paths to full authority and
jurisdiction over FN child and family services.
• Areas of focus: legislative, policy and practice reform
to support First Nations to exercise jurisdiction over
child and family services; and equitable funding
approaches.
• Not all regions are in the same place, local factors,
provincial approaches and other challenges remain of
concern.
• Federal legislation will be further impacted by C-15 as
UNDRIP implementation strengthens and supports
change.

Inherent Authority for First Nations Laws passed by FN Governments
s.88 Indian Act is pushed out/non-derogation clause added

Examples of Law Making

Decisions

• Prevention
• Family Support

Resolve Matters Using:

• Child Protection/Guardianship
• Youth Support

• Customary Processes

• Special Needs
• Residential Services
• Customary Adoption

Pass Laws and Policies for
Children and Youth Decision
Making in FN level
Enforcement of powers and
orders Coordination with
regional, provincial or territorial
systems

• Reunification
• Post-majority & transition to adulthood
• Emergency Services
• Child and Youth participation

• Tribal Courts

Collaborate

Service Organizations
Created or partner with others effective to keep BIC

• Informal Methods
• Formal Process

First Nations Laws can have PRECEDENCE over
other laws unless other approach negotiated

Capacity to enter agreements with
provinces, territorial governments,
agencies based on own priorities
• Delegate powers and services

First Nations laws and authority (s.18)
(1) The inherent right of self-government recognized and affirmed by
section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 includes jurisdiction in relation
to child and family services, including legislative authority in relation to
those services and authority to administer and enforce laws made
under that legislative authority.
(2) For greater certainty and for the purposes of subsection (1), the
authority to administer and enforce laws includes the authority to
provide for dispute resolution mechanisms.

Nation-Based Steps

S. 20(1): Notify
Canada/SK of intent
to pass law

Coordination
Table
with Canada and
Province

Law comes into
force, and begin
operating own
system in stages

Steps:
S. 20

LAW DEVELOPED WITH COORDINATED APPROACH WITH CANADA, PROV and FN
Notify Canada of intent to pass law

S. 20(1)
Request "Coordination Agreement" with federal and/or provincial governments
• Coordination agreements can be used to set out how emergency issues, fiscal arrangements, jurisdiction, location,
and any other items are handled, to best support First Nations children and families.
•
Coordination agreements will set out how the federal and provincial governments will support the implementation
S. 20(2)
of First Nations laws.
• All governments must make reasonable efforts to coordinate with First Nations

S. 20(3)
& S. 21

After 12 months (or sooner if an agreement is made), the law of the First Nation comes into force and has the same effect
and protection of federal law.
• A coordination agreement does not have to be in place, if reasonable efforts to negotiate one have been made.

FN Steps (cont’d):

S. 20(6)

First Nations can request an extension to continue work on a
coordination agreement if they choose; federal or provincial
governments, however, cannot request an extension.

S. 22

If there is a conflict between the law of the First Nation and federal or provincial
laws, the law of the First Nation prevails, as long as it complies with the Charter of
Rights and the Canadian Human Rights Act.
• Section 25

S. 23

The law of the First Nation applies to a child of that First Nation, unless it is contrary
to the best interests of that child.
• Coordination agreements can articulate how the system will work based on a
First Nation’s agreement and consent. If an agreement is not reached after
12 months, and reasonable efforts have been made, First Nations laws come
into full force and effect.

Re-asserting or Reclaiming Jurisdiction
• No one door to enter through—new space created for laws, policies,
practices informed by First Nations rights and title holders through
their chosen government or entity
• The following First Nations have notified Minister that change is
coming (Notices www.sacisc.gc.ca/eng/1608565826510/1608565862367)
• 23 Nations, Tribal Councils or Organizations have filed notice as of
January 2021– 15 for coordinating agreement/law; 8 for law
without coordinating agreement.
• Why such a small number? Covid-19, lack of support and assistance

Human Rights Considerations with the work—UNDRIP, Charter
and Canadian HR Act and FN Laws
Section 2 This Act is to be construed as upholding the rights of Indigenous peoples
recognized and affirmed by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and not as
abrogating or derogating from them.
Section 8. The purpose is to contribute to the implementation of UN Declaration
Note on the Canadian Charter of Rights
25. The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and freedoms shall not be
construed as to abrogate or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights
or freedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada including
• (a) any rights or freedoms that have been recognized by the Royal
Proclamation of October 7, 1763; and
• (b) any rights or freedoms that now exist by way of land claims agreements or
may be so acquired.

How could implementation work for a Nation?
• Prepare a dedicated single focus or an “umbrella” type law with key
elements for children and youth services, programs and laws
• Chief and Council appoint first Families/Kinship Committee
• Kinship committee makes choices about what services to provide and how to
stage the process
• Kinship Committee is coordinated with a staff that beings to operationalize
decisions, interim step

• Nations need to build out the key parts of implementation, including
staff capacity and training, system components like a tribunal and
likely need to have advanced work on citizenship/membership

What are the internal steps?
• IGB trigger the process (can be BCR if C&C structure)
• Serve Notice on Ministers of request for coordination agreement
• Set up the coordination table, funding for that process, discussions
begin
• Finalize work on umbrella law including, structures, services, and
elements
• Have one year to complete coordination agreement, and this gives
time to iron out many items, and can extend time
• Fiscal issues among most important to prepare for service transfer
and ensure needs-based funding in place, roles and responsibilities.

While FN Laws and Systems are being built, what happens
with FN children and youth?
• Child welfare decisions in the mainstream system are being made,
and never stopped—federal law is being applied, albeit patchy.
• New principles and approaches are applying, including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standing for Chief, family members and caregivers
Notice of decisions about children
Placement priorities
Priority on prevention
End of birth alerts
Other shifts—reduction of children in care

• Major problem is shifting the system takes more than one law,
requires coordinated effort and priority by all. Ripples not waves.

Periodic Review
Independent review of Legislation every 5 years, to make improvements, in partnership with First Nations
and receive input from First Nation governments (2025).

Fiscal Principle or Commitment
Canada provides predictable, stable, sustainable and needs based Funding to secure long-term positive
outcomes for First Nation children, youth and families.

Regulations:
Co-develop more detail in regulation to:
•
•
•
•

Build over time, but some areas may include
Procedures to trigger recognition and transition (posting of laws)
Disputes B/W Canada and First Nations
National or regional regulations to operationalize roles

Transition Period: What are we missing? What work is happening?
Co-development of Political Accords
Collaboration/respectful relationship, SDM, fairness to meet UNDRIP, BIOC

All Institutions
Independent Child Advocacy Roll
• Focus on voice of child/youth
• Well-being of children, youth and families
• Promote rights and change

Missing
Elements

First Nations Directed
Collaborate internally and across Nations to
support Reform
• Training and Technical Assistance
• Knowledge transfer/Info exchange

• Promote systemic awareness and reform so BIC
paramount

• Best practices/Service Standards

• Social Developments of health

• Data and accountability, reporting

CHRT Rulings and Oversight

• Complaint functions, BIC to be heard/
participate

• Need to develop ongoing approach to protect
and administer ruling (payments to advert
former CICs)\
• Implement court decisions, address class action,
new class actions (birth alerts)

• Help develop, improve policy, standards

• Dispute resolution bodies on Nation,
regional levels

Next Steps
• Make internal decisions about laws and
policies
• Advocate for each child/youth and family
• Work together to build more effective
mechanism for change; moving from political
organization to technical supports, and
evaluation, reporting and outcomes
• Federal recognition and support necessary to
make national change

